THE FACTS

**INDUSTRY:** Transmission and transmission components  
**METAL PARTS:** Steel transmission hubs

**PREVIOUS RUST PREVENTION PROCESS:**  
Competitor VCI bag used as a bin-liner  
- Customer complaints of corrosion on hubs  
- Warm parts placed in bag created a “greenhouse effect”  
- High incurred costs

THE RESULTS

**ARMOR RUST PREVENTION SOLUTION:**  
ARMOR WRAP® and ARMOR POLY®  
- 30R paper interleaving between layers of hubs  
- VCI Bag used as bin-liner for cages  
  Recommended process changes  
  - Including brief cool down time before closing bags

**ARMOR SOLUTION COST SAVINGS:** $125,000+ ANNUALLY

For more than 35 years, Armor Protective Packaging® has provided clean, safe, easy and effective rust prevention and rust removal products that are designed to protect metal while in-process, during transport or in storage.